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Pending sales data FAQs 
 
 
What is a pending sale?  
 
A pending sale is the enquiry record made by a settlement agent to rating authorities for 
determination of the rates and taxes applicable to the property in question at the settlement date. This 
is collected via the Early Advice of Sale system (EAS2), it is worth noting that not all settlements are 
processed using the EAS2 system so not every confirmed sale will have a pending sale record 
created. It is also important to remember that a pending sale is just an indication of intention to sell 
and conditions in the confirmed sale can differ from the conditions on the pending sale.  
 
 
We have a pending sale record but have never received a matching sales evidence record for 
the property.  
 
There are a number of reasons this can occur. The pending sale (intention to sell) may not have 
transitioned through to a confirmed sale, the conditions of the sale may have changed, or the 
settlement process may have been delayed. There are also certain records that are not included in 
sales evidence data as they do not represent reliable sales evidence. Records with a value of $0 and 
$1 consideration are not included and neither are records flagged as “valuer adjudicated”.  
 
 
What is a valuer adjudicated sale?  
 
The valuer adjudicated flag is set when the Office of State Revenue send the stamp duty to Landgate 
(property and valuations branch) for assessment of the consideration value. Even though the valuer 
may not change the dutiable value they may still set the indicator to valuer adjudicate as a result of 
extraneous circumstances or conditions related to the sale.  
 
 
How long a time gap should we see between a pending sale and the sales evidence record?  
 
Generally, the period is six weeks between receiving the pending sale and the confirmed sale 
appearing in sales evidence, however this is dependent on each individual contract and the 
settlement period the parties agree on, which can be any length of time.  
 
 
Should we get notification of a pending sale not going through to sales evidence?  
 
If the pending sale is not realised as a confirmed sale Landgate does not receive any advice from the 
settlement agent. As pending sales are merely an indication of possible sales activity, they are treated 
as such. 


